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Formulas for the line position and intensity are derived on the assumption of axial symmetry of 
the electric field gradient tensor. The formulas yield a description of the Mossbauer spectrum in the 
case when magnetic splitting of nuclear levels is small compared with electric quadrupole splitting. 
Mossbauer spectra of the almandine crystal Fe~+AbShOl2 are investigated at temperatures between 
1.2 and 7°K. An analysis of the spectra near the Neel temperature (TN = 5.5°K) yields the direction 
of the antiferromagnetic vector in the crystal and the direction of the symmetry axeS of the electric 
field gradient. tensor. 

INTRODUCTION 

CRYSTALS with garnet structure usually contain iron 
ions in tetrahedral d-sites and in octahedral a-sites. 
The dodecahedral c-sites are occupied as a rule by 
large rare-earth ions, of yttrium, calcium, etc. The 
only garnet containing iron ions Fe2+ in the dodecahedral 
c-sublattice is the natural mineral almandine 
{Fe~+}AbSh012' An investigation of the Mossbauer spec
tra of Fe57 of this garnet in the paramagnetic tempera
ture region has shown that the electric quadrupole inter
action parameter ~ in this compound is quite large 
(~ RJ 3.75 mm/sec at T = O°K)El]. Such a large value of 
~ affords the rare opportunity of experimentally inves
tigating the singularities of the hyperfine splitting of 
nuclear levels near the magnetic phase-transition tem
perature under conditions when the magnetic hyper fine 
splitting is less than the electric quadrupole splitting. 

We have investigated the Mossbauer spectra of Fe 57 

nuclei in the garnet Fe;+AbSi30 l2 in the temperature in
terval from 7°K to 1.2°K. 

THEORY 

In a certain temperature range below the magnetic 
phase- transition temperature it is apparently possible 
to regard the magnetic part of the Hamiltonian of the 
hyper fine interaction as a perturbation to the electric
quadrupole part. Since the eigenfunctions and eigen
values of the Hamiltonian of the electric quadrupole 
splitting are known[2J , it is possible to use standard 
perturbation theory to determine the perturbed eigen
functions and eigenvalues, and use the latter to deter
mine the positions and intensities of the lines in the 
Mossbauer spectrum. 

A similar problem for a polycrystalline sample 
placed in an external magnetic field parallel to the 
y-quantum direction was considered by Bykov et al. [3J 
and by Collins[4]. The electric field gradient (EFG) 
tensor was assumed in these papers to be axially sym
metrical. 

In our case, unlike these studies, the angle () between 
the symmetry axis of the EFG tensor and the effective 
magnetic field is strictly fixed for each nucleus (there 
is no external magnetic field). In the case of a poly-
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crystal, the angle J between the direction of the mag
netic field and the direction of the y quanta is arbitrary 
and it is necessary to average over it. 

USing Collins' results, we can write the formulas for 
the position of the line ~ in the Mossbauer spectrum 

s:'''= e + 'I,a cos S =t= ~/2, 

~:3IJ= e - 3/2(1. cos e =F ~/2, 

s±- = -e- (a/2) (4 - 3cos'S)'f, =+= ~/2, 

s± + = -e + (a /2) (4 - 3 cos'S) 'f, =+= ~ /2, (1) 

e = e'qQ, a = goflH, ~ = gexcflH. 

The upper and lower indices of ~ pertain respectively 
to the excited and ground state of the nucleus; e is the 
electron charge, eq = V zz is the second derivative of the 
potential of the electric field at the nucleus, Q is the 
nuclear quadrupole moment, go and gexc are the g-fac
tors of the ground and excited states of the nucleus, 
J1. is the nuclear magneton, and H is the magnetic field 
at the nucleus. 

The value ~ = 0 corresponds to the center of gravity 
of the spectrum. We note that in our case there are 
produced nuclear states that are mixed with respect to 
the spin projection, so that all eight transitions between 
the sublevels of the hyperfine structure (hfs) of the Fe57 

nuclei are possible; the spectrum should therefore con
sist of eight lines. The formulas for the intensities of 
these lines can be obtained by multiplying the squares 
of the wave vectors of the ground and excited states by 
the corresponding angle factors l2]. This operation was 
indeed performed by us. The formulas presented here 
pertain to a polycrystalline sample, i.e., they are the 
result of averaging with respect to the angle (the form
ulas for a single crystal are given in the Appendix): 

r;'h= r::'h = 'l,sin'(S/2), 

I:'h = r.'h = II, cos'(S/2), 

1+-=1-+ =~( 1 +sin'~sin'b +cosZ~COS'b) 
12 2 2' 

1+ + =1-- = ~(1 + cos'~sin' b +sin'~cos' b) 
12 2 2' 

( (4 - 3 cos'S) 'I. - cos S ) 'f, 
tgll = 

(4-3cos'S)'/'+cosS . 

(2) 
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The indices in formulas (1) and (2) correspond to the 
level scheme given by Collins. Formulas (1) and (2) 
were obtained under the assumption of axial symmetry 
of the EFG tensor, which is quite probable for the 
c-sites of the garnet structure by virtue of the high 
symmetry of the dodecahedron. 

It should be noted that relations (1) and (2) can be 
useful for the interpretation of the spectra of a magnetic 
material near the magnetic":ordering point. Agreement 
between the experimental and theoretical spectra should 
mean that the fluctuation effects connected with the 
singularities of the phase transition are small, since 
formulas (1) and (2) were derived under the condition 
that the magnetic field at the nucleus is constant in 
time. The absence of such agreement should apparently 
denote that fluctuations do take place. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The Mossbauer spectra were obtained with a setup 
operating at constant acceleration, using a multichannel 
AI-256 analyzer[5J. The sample was in the vacuum 
jacket of a cryostat and contact with the helium bath 
was through a cold finger. The temperature of the sam
ple was measured with a resistance thermometer of 
pure indium. The lowest sample temperature obtained 
by us with this setup was 4.85° K. The spectra at 1.2 
and 4.2°K were obtained with a constant-velocity setup, 
in which the sample was immersed in a bath with liquid 
helium. A polycrystalline sample of natural Fe3 AbSi30 12 

garnet was prepared from ground minute single crystals. 
The investigation of the Mossbauer spectra in the 

paramagnetic temperature region (from 80 to 850° K) 
has shown that all the iron in our samples is in the di
valent state and occupies the c-sublattice. The spec
trum is a symmetrical doublet with large quadrupole 
splitting. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

When the temperature drops below 5.5° K, an effective 
magnetic field appears at the nuclei of the Fe2 + ions, 
and the lines of the quadrupole doublet begin to broaden 
(Fig. 1). This is due to the magnetic phase transition. 
According to measurements of the magnetic suscepti
bility of almandine [6J , this transformation is a transi
tion into the antiferromagnetic state. 

In the interval from 5.5 to 5°K, one of the doublet 
lines splits into a "doublet" and the other into a "trip
let" (Fig. 1). In this temperature region, the magnetic 
splitting is less than the quadrupole splitting, and we 
can interpret the spectra by using perturbation theory 
results (formula (1) and (2». 

We note three features of the experimental spectra 
near the Neel temperature, which greatly facilitate the 
interpretation of the spectra: a) the distance between 
the outer lines of the "triplet" is 2.1 times larger than 
the distance between the "doublet" lines; b) the inten
sity of the central line of the" triplet" is double the in
tensity of its outer lines; c) the spectral lines are quite 
strongly broadened in the antiferromagnetic tempera
ture region, thus indicating the presence of several 
Zeeman components. 

The feature (a) can be expressed analytically with 
the aid of formulas (1) for the line position: 

2,Ha(4 - 3cos' 8)'" + ~J ~ 3a cos 8 + ~ 
a(4 - 3cos' 8) 'I, + ~ = 2,1 (3acos 8 +~) 

if e > 0, 
if e < O. 

The first of these equations has no solution in the reg
ion 0 ~ 0 ~ rr/2. The solution of the second equation is 
e ~ rr/2. This means that the symmetry axis of the EFG 
tensor is perpendicular to the magnetic field direction. 
In this case E < 0, i.e., Vzz < 0 and the quadrupole in
teraction has a negative sign. 

According to neutron diffraction data[6J , the cubic 
unit cell of almandine coincides with the magnetic cell 
in the antiferromagnetic phase. If we assume that the 
almandine has a simple magnetic structure and consists 
of two antiparallel magnetic sublattices, then the most 
probable directions of the antiferromagnetism vector 1 
should be of the type [U1] or [100] (if the relation be
tween the anisotropy constants is IKll » I~I [7J). In a 
garnet structure, the local axes in the dodecahedral 
c-sites (the principal axes of the EFG tensor) have 
directions of the type [100J , lou] , and [011]. Taking 
the foregoing into account, we can determine the direc
tion of the antiferromagnetism vector in almandine. The 
best agreement between the experimental and theoreti
cal spectra is obtained by choosing for the vector 1 the 
direction [100J; the symmetry axis of the EFG tensor 
should then have the directions [100], [010], and [001]. 

It follows from the foregoing that there should exist 
in almandine two types of iron ions in the c-sublattice, 
the difference between which appears in the magnetic
ally-ordered phase: 1) for 2/3 of all the Fe2 + c-ions, the 
direction of the antiferromagnetism vector makes an 
angle e = rr/2 with the symmetry axis of the EFG ten
sor; such ions will be deSignated Fe(c'); 2) for 1/3 of 
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FIG. I. Mossbauer spectra of Fe s7 nuclei in almandine crystal in the 
para- and antiferromagnetic temperature regions. The theoretical posi
tion of the lines and the calculated spectrum (solid line) are shown for 
T = S.IS°K. 
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all of the iron ions, this angle e is equal to zero, and 
these ions will be designated Fe(c"). 

Thus, the Mossbauer spectrum of almandine should 
consist of two Zeeman components, and the experimen
tal lines should be broadened at T < TN' This explains 
the spectrum features noted in item (c). The ratio of 
the line intensities in the Zeeman components c' and c" 
confirms the correctness of our model and explains 
item (b) (see also Fig. 1). 

We note that for the ions Fe(c') and Fe(c") the mag
netic field is directed along one of the principal axes of 
the EFG tensor. In this case the problem of finding the 
eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian of the hyperfine interac
tion can be solved exactly[B]. Using Wertheim's results, 
we obtained an analytic relation for the line pOSitions ~ 
in the spectrum for all values of the magnetic field at 
the nuclei of the ions Fe(c') and Fe(c"): 

E", =a/2 ± (8/2)[(1 + 2a / 8)' + 3]'1' for (e'), 

E2 ., =-a/2 ± (d2)[(1-2a/e)'+3jY' for (e'); 

E,,3=a/2± (8+a), 

E"'=,-a/2± (8-a) for (e"), (3) 

Figure 2 shows a nomogram illustrating the changes 
of the line positions in the Mossbauer spectrum of 
almandine for different values of the effective magnetic 
field, calculated from formulas (3). It follows from it 
that a noticeable deviation from the linear relations, ob-
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FIG. 2. Nomogram showing the positions of the lines in the M6s~ 
bauer spectrum of an almandine crystal for different values of the effec
tive magnetic field. Dashed-c"(1/ = 0), solid-c'(1/ = rr/2); E < O. 
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FIG. 3. Mossbauer spectrum of almandine at T = I ,2°K. The calcu
lated positions of the spectral lines are shown. 
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tained by perturbation theory (formulas (1)), appears 
only in fields stronger than 100 kOe. 

Using relation (3), we can compare the experimental 
spectra in the low- temperature region with the theor
etical ones, and thus verify the validity of our model, 
see Fig. 3; we see that the agreement between theory 
and experiment is good. This has enabled us to plot the 
effective magnetic field against the temperature in the 
entire temperature range (Fig. 4) and determine the 
Neel point: TN = 5.5 ± 0.1°K. 

Notice should be taken of the rather low limiting 
value of the effective magnetic field at 0° K, namely 
250 kOe. This is apparently an indication of a large 
positive contribution made to this field by the orbital 
angular momentum, which is probably not fully 
"quenched" in the Fe2+ ions of almandine. 

CONe L US IONS 

Formulas (1) and (2), obtained for the line positions 
and intensities assuming actual symmetry of the EFG, 
enable us to describe the Mossbauer spectrum in the 
case when the magnetic splitting of the nuclear levels 
is small in comparison with the electric quadrupole 
splitting. 

An analysis of the Mossbauer spectra of the crystal 
Fe~+AbSia012 near the Neel temperature shows that for 
most Fe2+ ions, the effective magnetic field at the 
nucleus is perpendicular to the symmetry axis of the 
EFG tensor. This makes it possible to determine, 
within the framework of the simple model of two sublat
tice antiferromagnetism, the direction of the antiferro
magnetism vector and the directions and signs of the 
symmetry axis of the EFG tensor. Investigations at 
temperatures much lower than TN have confirmed the 
correctness of the conclusions. It m us t be emphasized 
that this entire information can be obtained even if poly
crystalline samples are used in the investigation. 

We note that to explain the experimental spectra 
there is no need to involve arguments connected with 
fluctuations near the Neel point. 

The authors are grateful to Academician P. L. 
Kapitza for the opportunity of performing the experi
ments at helium temperatures. We are also grateful to 
M. V. Zverkov and A. Ya. Parshin for help with the ex
periments . 

APPENDIX 

The line intensity in the Mossbauer spectrum in the 
case of a single crystal is given by: 
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1+ - = c;; + r;: + 1+-_- + I;! , 

L+ =1::: + I!: + L~+ +L:-, 

L - = L~-+ L~+ + C-.-+ L __ +, 

-- ++ 1 e 
1++ = L_ =-cos'-(1 + cos'tr)sin' 6, 

3 2 

1--- 1++ 4 _, e -, -, 
+- = -+ = :3 sm 2"" sm tr sm 6, 

-- ++ 1 e 
1+_ = 1+_ = -sin'-(1 + cos'tr)sin' 15, 

3 2 
__ ++ 4 e 

1 __ = 1++ = :3cos'2sin'trsin'l5, 

- +_ 4 e 
1++ = 1 __ = -cos'-sin'trcos'/i 

3 2 
-+ +_ 1 e 

1+_ = L+ = 3"sin'2(1 + cos'tr)cos'l5, 

-+ +- 4 e 
1_+ = 1+_ = ""3sin'2sin' trcos'l5, 

1_+ .+- 1 ,e (1 2)' __ =1++ = ""3 cos -2" +cos tr cos 15_ 
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